A Sound Leisure Royale CD Jukebox
£1,450.00 plus VAT

Functions:
Plays 70 CDs
Plays Individual Selected
Tracks
Can automatically play
random tracks from random
cds.

Size:
33 inches wide
24 inches deep
5 feet 3 inches tall.

This is a great looking and sounding cd jukebox. It is called a Royale and is made to the highest specification by the
British company Sound & Leisure. The surround is solid and made of top quality materials. The buckles are made of
metal (not plastic - as is the case with the Wurlitzer dometops). The jukebox is built of solid wood - not MDF as is the
case with the Wurlitzer dometop. This jukebox is 5ft tall, is 27.5" deep and 2ft 10" wide . It has a big powerful internal
speaker system and sounds fantastic. It all lights up and all the bubble tubes are mesmerising to look to at. It has 4
bubble tubes - two on each leg. The colours of the bubble tubes on each leg subtley change as the colour tubes slowly
rotate inside the jukebox - very nice. It plays 70 cds (albums or cd singles) and it has a powered title card display
system. We have also connected a switch that enables the jukebox to play automatically - selecting random tracks from
random cds. This a neat function as the jukebox will play any selections made by you as priority before playing one
selected by itself. The cds themselves can be seen moving in the mechanism and then playing through the top viewing
window. The jukebox is in excellent condition apart from some blemishes/knocks around the lock area on the left hand
side of the jukebox. We have taken a couple of pictures of this area and you can see that this is not too bad at all. Stood
back from the jukebox is is not really noticabel. This can only been seen if you stand to the side of the jukebox and
look around this area. Stood back from the jukebox it doesn't detract from the otherwise excellent look/condition. In
addition to its own internal speakers, it can connect up to external speakers and so it is ideal for a pub or club as well as
a private home. You can still buy matching external speakers for this jukebox, although it will connect up to any
standard speakers. The detail on the body of this jukebox is superb and I hope that this comes across in the photos. I
have the jukebox on free play but it can be set up to accept all modern coinage. You can also connect up a separate
wall-box if you wanted to. It stands on a good set of castors and is easily moved about. It has a digital display, which
tells you how many credits there are, what selection is playing and what you have selected. A manual for this jukebox
can be downloaded for free off the web and I will provide the appropriate URL to the winning bidder. I appreciate that
this is a significant purchase and so will provide a 3 month warranty for peace of mind. I think that just about covers
everything, but if there is anything more that you would like to know then feel free to mail me with your question.
There will be a delivery charge to consider - or you can collect. Thanks for looking at this item - we appreciate that this
is a big purchase so ask as many questions as you like and we will do our best to answer them. Chris McFarquhar @
Jukebox45s.co.uk.

